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v To all whom it may concern: 
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Be it known that 1, JOHN Bncxnn, a citi 
zen of the United States, and a resident of 
the boron h of Brooklyn, county of Kings, 
city and tate of New York, have invented 
certain new and useful Improvements in 
Automatic Wire-Blank-Cutting apparatus, 
of which the following is a speci?cation. 

_ The object of my invention lsto afford 
simple but effective mechanism whereby 
wire blan‘ks for various “purposes ma be 
conveniently and expeditiously severed rom I 
a wire "automatically fed through the ap 
paratus, and whereby the latter may be 
quickly and conveniently ad]usted and 

- adapted to the formation of wire blanks of 

25 

various prescribed lengths. - _ 
The invention consists in the speci?c com 

bination and arrangement of parts described 
and claimed, distinctive. features belng the 
means ‘whereby the wire feed is ren ered 
automatic, and whereby the blanks are sev 
cred from the feed wire, all as hereinafter 
more fully set forth. _ - 
In the, accompanying drawmgs, 
Figure 1, is what may be designated as a 

front elevation of my automatic wire blank 
cutter; ‘ 

Fig. 2, is a top view thereof; 
' Fig. 3, is a cross section of the thrust 
crank arm and wrist pin block taken upon 
plane of line 3-3, Fig. 1; _ _ 

Fig. 4:, isa vertical longitudinal sectional 
' elevation taken upon plane of line 4-4, 

35 Fig. 2; p _ 
' 5, is an end elevation of the thrust 
‘cra " arm; 

Fig. 6, is a sectional detail of the feed 
slide fulcrum extension arm; 

40 Fig. 7, is a sectional detail illustrative of 
the relative positions of the wire cutting 
"mechanism at shearing point; - 

45 

Fig. 8, is a sectional detail taken upo 
plane of line 8-—8, Fig. 2; 

> Fig. 9, is a sectional elevation of the up 
per part of the stationary guide post and 
its clutch pawl; - 
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Fig. 10, is a front view of the parts shown 
in Fig. 9. ' - 

The base B, of the apparatus is adapted 
for attachment to any suitable table or sup 
port, being formed with screw or bolt holes 
b, b, for this-purpose. It, is also formed 
with. the coincident standards 6’, b2, af 
fording bearings in'which the drive shaft 

D, is journaled, and with a medial stand~ 
urdbs, to which the cutter trunnion T, is 
rigidly secured by any suitable means, as 
by the mechanical expedient shown in the 
drawings and more particularly in Fig. 8, 
by reference to which it will be seen that 
the trunnion piece is held against movement 

‘ on the medial standard 63, bly means of a 
h nut t’, and dowel pin t2. e hub c, of 

the cutter rock lever C, is retained upon 
the trunnion T, by means of the nut t3. 
_ The rear extremity of the drive shaft D, 
is prov1ded with the usual drive and idler 
pulleys D’, D2; and to its front end is rig 
idly attached the thrust crank arm D3. 

S, is the feed slide, resting on bearing 
surfaces 1)‘, 725, (Fig. 4,) on the base B, and 
to which it-is con?ned, and upon which it 
is supported laterally by strap caps b", b’, 
rigidly secured to said base B, in such man 
ner as to admit of the longitudinal reciproé 
catory movement'of said slide. 
This reciprocatory movement of the slide 

S, is effected by means of the rod or pitman 
.P, pivotally connected at one extremity to 
the slide S, and at the other to a wrist pin 
W, which‘ latter is adjustable upon the 
thrust crank arm D3. It is obvious that this 
adjustment of the wrist pin ‘V, upon the 
thrust crank arm D3, and with relation to 
the axis of the drive shaft D, may be effect 
ed by resort to various mechanical expedi 
ents, so that I do not wish to limit myself 
in this respect, the essential feature in this 
connection being the provision of means 
whereby the effective len th of stroke of the 
pitman P, may be varie , limited, and pre 
scribed for the purpose of adjusting the ex 
tent of reciprocation of the feed slide S, to 
the length'of wire blank desired. ‘ 

WVith this understanding, I will describe 
the means of ‘stroke adjustment shown in the 
drawings by way of exempli?cation. Thus 
the thrust crank arm D3, is formed with 
a medial radial slot or groove (1, having 
the inturned lip ?anges d’, d’, which con?ne 
the broad head 10, of the wrist pin within 
the groove (2, while'admitting of its adjust 
ment longitudinally therein. The details 
of this construction of wrist pin W, will be 
understood by reference more particularly 
to Fig. 3, by which it will be seen that the 
pin is provided with a binding sleeve w’, the 
basex?ange w”, of which bears against the 
outer surfaces of the lip ?anges d’, d’, of the 
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thrust crank arm D‘, so'that'said li .H? 
d’, 0!’, may be pinched between t e wrist 
in head w,_and said base ?ange w’; of the 
inding sleeve w’, bymeans of a nut 10', 

screwing into the threaded outer end of the 
wrist pm, W. This end of the pitman rod 
P, is m fact fulcrumed directly upon the' 
said wrist pin sleeve w’, beingheld in piv 
otal engagement therewith by a nut w‘ 
screwing upon the threaded outer end of 
said sleeve w’. By this constructlonnof 
wrist pin, considered as a unitary device, 
the clamping of the pin to the thrust crank 
arm D3, is e?ected without subjecting the 
pitman rod to direct pressure upon, or fric 
tional contact with, the said thrust crank 
arm D“, so that security of adjustment is'at 
tained combined with freedom of pivotal 
movement of the pitman. The binding 
sleeve w’, may be formed with a pointer. w", 
(Fig. 1) for use in conjunction with a scale 
d", on the thrust crank arm D‘, as shown in 
Fig. 1, to facilitate the adjustment of the 
wrist pin W, as related to the axis of the 
drive shaft D. Y 
The other or rear end of the pitman rod 

P, is pivotally connected with the lateral ex 
tension arm or post 8, which is rigidly se 
cured to what may be designated as the rear 
end of the feed slide S, said extension post 
s,'bridging over and comgensating for the 
space between the slide , and the thrust 
crank arm D3, as will be seen by reference 
to Fi . '2. In the construction shown (al 
thoug I do not limit myself in this re 
spect) the lateral extension post 8, is formed 
with a shouldered and screw threaded ex 
tremity s’, by which it is attached to the 
slide, its other extremity s'-’, being also shoul 
dered and screw threaded for en a ~ement 
with a nut 83, by which this end 0 t e pit 
man is retained in pivotal connection with 
time egtension post 8, and hence with the 
side . - 

Rigidly attached to or forming a part of 
the rear end of the feed slide S, is a guide ' 
post 8'‘, having an eye hole 8", through 
which the feed wire 7’, is passed. A 
similar, but stationary guide- post 6"‘ 
consisting in the construction shown, 0 
a standard of which the strap cap 
12°, forms the base, is also provided with an 
eye hole, 6*, coincidental in alinement with 
the eye hole 8",‘ in the feed slide guide post 
a‘, and for a like purpose, 2'. a, that of sus 
tainin and advancing the wire feed 7‘. 
Eac guide posts‘, 6“, is provided with a 

detent pawl (the post 8‘, w1th the pawl a', 
and the post 6”‘ with the pawl a’ for the 
purpose of effecting the advance 0 the feed 
wire f, and-preventing retra'ctile movement 
thereof. Thus the pawl a, on the 'delpost 

‘ , clutches 
the wire; during the forward thrust of 
Said slide S, but yields during the retractile 

. assume 

movement of the slide as to ride over said 
wire until the next advance stroke of the slide 
is begun when ‘it immediately 
wire and pushes and pulls it forward,‘ while 
the pawl a’, on the stationa guide post 6'“, 
yields during the advance 0 t e wire,-that 

re-clamps the. 

1s to .say durin r the forward thrust of the ' 
feed slide S,—- ut immediately clam s the 
wire against retractile movement at t e in 
ce tion of the return thrust of said feed slide. 

0th of these clutch pawls ma be of like 
' structure and arran ement, so t at the de 
scription of one wil answer for the other. 
Thus, in Figs. 9 and 10, which show the de 
tent pawl on the stationary guide post in de 
tail, the clutch pawl a’, is pivotally support 
ed at a’, on the said post b“, above the eye 
hole 6", through which latter the feed wire is 
passed, and the lower end of the pawl is bi_ 
furcated to straddle said hole and the wire 
when protuberant therefrom,—a spring a“, 
tending constantly to rock the pawl against 
the post. Hence obviouslythe pawl a , will 
yield to admit of the advance of the wire, 
but will automaticallyclutch and hold the 
wire vagainst retractile movement. ‘ 
From the eye hole I)", in the stationary 

post 7)“, the wire passes to and throu h the 
perforation or eye hole 23, formed diamet 
rically through the cutter trunnion T, and 
in alinement with the eye holes I)", and s", 
in both the aforesaid guide posts I)“, and 
8‘. To admit‘ of this the cutter rock lever 
C, must of course be in such position that 
the slots 0’, 02, in its hub c, are coincident 
.with the said eye hole t, as in Fig. 4-1 The 
slots 0', 02, in the hub c, of the cutter rock 
lever C, are of suiiicient len h peripherally 
to admit of the rocking o 'thesaId lever 
without contact with the wire feed except 
at time of shearing, when the knife edge 0*, 
at the upper end of the slot 02, overlaps the 
forward end of the perforation t, as shown 
in Fig. 7 , thereby insuring the detachment 
of the wire blank from the end of the feed 
wire f. The cutting lever U, is thus rocked 
to shear the wire as stated, 
is, the hub is’, of which is secured rigidly 
to the drive shaft D, in such position as to 
present said cam ‘arm is in vertical aline 
ment with the upper end of the cutter rock 
lever C, as shown in Fig. 2,-a retractile 
spring r, attached at one end to the said 
rock ever Q, and at the other to a station 
ary part, as the standard 6’, as shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2, tending constantly to hold 
the‘upper end of the rock lever in contactual 
engagement with the cam arm 7:, or the 
portion of its hub in alinement therewith. 
he cam arm 1:, is of course so timed as 

related to the cutter rock lever O, and to the 
reciprocal movement of the feed slide S, as 
to effect the shearing action at the termina 
tip‘? of the forward or feed thrust of said 
s 1 e. V 

by a cam arm. 
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‘My automatic wire blank cutting machine 
is so simple that its operation will be readil 
understood, and is easily described. A 0011 
or spool of suitable wire being supported 
in proper juxtaposition to the machine, and 
in such manner as to yield to the feed there 
of, and the end of said wire having been 
passed through the eye holes s", b’‘, and t, 
the rotation of the drive shaft D, will cause 
the thrust crank arm D3, to reciprocate the 
feed slide S. During the advance thrust of 
the feed slide S, the pawl a, on the slide 
post 84, will clutch and forward the. Wire, 
pushing 'it through the eye hole b", in the 
stationary post I)“, and through ‘the diamet 
rical eye hole t, in the cutter trunnlon T. 
The cam arm is, rocks the cutte lever in 
such manner that the cutter-edge a", shears 
off the end of the Wire protuberant beyond 
the cutter trunnion T, at the termination 
of the said advance thrust of the feed slide 
S, and the pawl a’, on the stationary guide 
post I)“, clutchesand holds the wire against 
retraction during the rear or retractile 
thrust of said feed slide S. 
The length of \the severed wire blank is 

of course equal to‘, twice the distance of the 
wrist pin W, from the axial center of the 
drive shaft D, so that by adjusting said 
wrist pin l/V, upon the thrust crank arm D3, 
any desired length of blank may be pre 
scribed within the limit of the length of said 
crank arm. ' r 

The action ofmy apparatus is automatic 
in that it will feed itself and turn out blanks 
continuously as long as the drive shaft is 
rotated, and as long as the wire supply ‘is 
available. 7 ' 

What I claim as m invention and desire 
to secure by Letters atent is, 

1. Automatic wire blank cutting mecha 
nism of the character designated, compris 
ing a drive shaft, a thrust crank arm rigidly 
secured thereto, a pitman pivotally con 
nected with said thrust crank arm and with 
a wire feed slide, said wire feed slide, 

3 
means on said slide for clutching and for 
warding a wire during the advance thrust 
of the slide and yielding to said wire durin 
the retractile thrust thereof, means mounte 
on a stationary part for clutching said wire 
during the retractile movement of the slide 
and for yielding to the wire during the ad 
vance thrust of the slide, a stationary trun 
nion formed with an eye hole for the wire, 
a rock lever fulcrumed on said trunnion and 
formed with ‘a shearing edge adapted to 
sever the part of the wire protuberant be 
yond said trunnion, and a cam arm on the 
drive shaft timed to rock said rock lever at 
the termination of the forward thrust of the 
feed slide, for the purpose described. 

2. Automatic wire blank cutting mecha 
nism of the character designated, comprising 
a drive shaft, a thrust crank arm rigidly 
secured thereto, a wrist pin adjustably se— 
cured to said thrust crank arm in such man 
ner that the length of thrust may bevaried 
to prescribe the length of wire blank, a pit 
man pivotally connected with said wrist pin 
and with a Wire feed slide, said wire feed 
slide, means on said slide for clutching and 
forwarding a wire during the advance 
thrust of the slide and yielding to said wire 
during the retractile thrust thereof, means 
mounted on a ‘stationary part for clutching 
said Wire during the retractile movement of 
the slide and for yielding to the wire during 
the advance thrust of the slide, a stationary 
trunnion formed with an eye hole for the 
wire, a rock lever fulcrumed on said trun 
nion and formed with a- shearing edge 
adapted to sever the part of the wire pro 
tuberant beyond said trunnion, and a cam 
arm on the drive shaft timed to rock said 
rock lever at the termination of the forward 
thrust of the feed slide, for the purpose de 
scribed. 

JOHN BECKER. 
Witnesses : 

GEO. WM. MIATT, 
DOROTHY Mm'rr. 
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